


IRON VEHICLE*.  Small  model  sets
seen on New Zealand & Argentinian Ebay
which may be in the style of the second
type of IRON VEHICLE set in 34/1011.

JOE-MO.  Fig.8 shows a set with 95
parts seen on German Ebay.

MENTALITY  TOYS.  Small  model
sets,  with  the  name  sometimes  prom-
inent and sometimes not.  The model is
usually named as well but sometimes as
just 'Engineering'.

METALL  BAUKASTEN.  Small  &
medium  size  models  identified  only  by
the  logo  of  a  German  store  called
Habermann  &  Eichler  –  a  red  chilli
pepper with 'hot.stock' to its right.

METALLBAUKASTEN/METAL  KIT.
Fig.9 is the bilingual cover of the only set
seen. The 'rcee' in the top right corner is
perhaps a logo. I don't recall a previous
model like the Aircraft.

METAL  MECHANIC*.  A  set  for  a
medium sized tracked Digger with a lid
quite  different  in  style  to  those  in
32/958.

MODEL MECHANIC. Several sets for
small models with the name in small type
top left on the lid and the model's name
alongside in much larger letters.

SMART.  Small  models  with  bright
lids, as in Fig.10.

STANLEY.  Several  sets  for  small

models with vivid yellow & black lids.
STEEL-MECHANIX.  4  sets  from

Creative Kids have been seen on the US
Ebay.  One  is  shown  in  Fig.11  and the
other models are also similar to some of
the larger from Polylong.
  SUPER INTELLECT RACING*. Fig.12
shows a set from German Ebay which is
quite  different  to  previous  sets  of  this
name.

TEAMSTERS. Sets for various models
with  the  Teamster  logo  on  the  lid
followed by 'Metal' and then the subject
of the set, eg Car Kit, Playset.

WRIGHT.  The  set  seen  has  200+
parts for a Tank.

More  MODEL  BRIDGE  /  BRIDGE  BUILDER  Type
Parts?   Sets with these parts – nickelled Strips and chemically
blackened Flanged Plates  –  date  from 1913-1914  and were
described in 5/84 & 6/115. In both sets the parts were pierced
with only the holes needed to make a simple Bridge model.
Other sets for a Signal and a Crane were also advertised. A
label stuck on the lid of the BRIDGE BUILDER set indicated a
Meccano  connection,  and  all  the  parts  looked  generally
similar to MECCANO with holes spaced at multiples of ½".
Over the years 3 more of this type of part have come to
hand and recently some other possibles were offered on
Ebay.

Fig.1 shows the 3 parts to hand. The 1½*4" Flanged
Plate has the same overall  dimensions  as the one in
OSN 6  but  a  different  pattern  of  holes.  Of  the  2½"
Strips, the ends of the 2-hole one match those of the
earlier Strips; those of the 3-holer are fully rounded and
the  part  is  stamped FABRIQUE  EN  ANGLETERRE  |
MECCANO (Fig.1a). So, a French connection? But I seem to recall that  the  FABRIQUE
EN ANGLETERRE stamp was not used until after WW1.

The Ebay parts were said to have been found in a pre-WW1 German MECCANO set. They
are shown in Fig.2 with one of the MECCANO parts, a Windmill Sail, for reference. Scaling from
it the Flanged Plate is 3¼" square; the Strips are 3½ & 7" long; and the SAS is 5½*½". The
only use I can think of for the Flanged Plate with just the one, centre hole, is as the base of a
Crane.
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